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F. No. VllUl 0-1 56/Prev./O&AHQ/20-21

Brief facts ofthe case :-

An input was received by the Preventive Section of Customs that

M/s. Fusion Overseas, bearing I.E.C. Code No. AAGFF 8041 A, having

their offrce at Shop No. 17, LSC Market, Block-LU, Pitampura, North

West Delhi, Delhi-34; had attempted to export the goods viz. "Super

Ceramics Coating (Pro Polish)" from I.C.D. Khodiyar, Ahmedabad by

resorting to gross over-valuation as well as mis-declaration about the

actual quantity, with an intent to avail undue benefits llke I.G.S.T.

refund of duty paid on such higher va-lue of the said goods. The live

consignments of the said exporter were pending clearance for export

lying at I.C.D. Khodiyar, Ahmedabad.

2. Based on the above input, a team of officers of Customs,

Ahmedabad visited I.C.D. Khodiyar, Ahmedabad and identilied total

126 boxes of export cargo covered under 06 Shipping Bills, filed by M/s.

Fusion Overseas. Examination of the export cargo, packed in tota-l 126

boxes covered under 06 Shipping Bills, was carried out under

Panchnama dated 15.07.2020, in the presence of two independent

Panchas, Shri Sambhu M. Rabari, G card Holder of C.H.A. M/s.

Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, Ahmedabad; on behalf of M/s. Fusion

Overseas and Shri Jagdish Wageda, Executive of C.O.N.C.O.R., I.C.D.

Khodiyar (Custodian of the goods). The details mentioned in the said 06

Shipping Bills are as detailed in table below :-

s, N.
s/B
No.

Date lnlohe No. Dt.
Descripion of

Goodr

Bores

(No)
Qt. as

per SE

Acturl

aty.

Declarcd

Vrlue (Rs.)

Vrlue

per

Piecc

(Rr.)

F.O,B.

Value (Rs,)

t.G,s,'t

invohed

I 2 l { 5 6 7 E 9 l0 II l2 tl
I )682212 08.07.2020 F0,0520,21 29.05.2020

SqaCemnis
Coatig (Pm Polth)

l6 2,640 1,908 48,51,111 2,1E3 48,51,71t 8,66,205

7 1618131 04.07r020 Fo/1020 28.05.2020 22 r,920 2,634 66,19,415 2,783 66,19 t35 it,91,032

3 1618455 04.01.2020 r0,08/20 02.01.1020 D. 2,640 2,634 66,19,435 2,783 66,19t35 ,9t,012

4 3618486 04.01.2020 FOn9D0 22 2,640 2,641 66,19,435 2,183 66,19!35 l1,9r,032

5 3619796 04.07.2020 FOn1D0 12 2,640 2,578 66,13,415 2,783 66,19,435

6 1618430 04.07.2020 F0,0600 29.05.2020 22 2,640 2,617 66,13,435 2,183 66,19,435 11,91,032

Totrl 126 15,120 l5,0lE I,E2,51,916 I,E2,5,1,946 6E,21J65
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F. No. Vlll/10-1 56/Prev./O&NHODo-21

3. During the Panchnama, it was found that the exporter had -
mentioned "Super Ceramics Coating (Pro Polish)", as description of the

goods in their Shipping Bills. The quantity, as declared by the said

exporter in the said Shipping Biils, did not match with the actual

consigrrment which was physically examined and the discrepancy in

quantity is as per Table at Para 02 above.

3.1 During the examination of the cargo, it was also found that

various bottles of Super Ceramics Coating (Pro Polish) were empty, half

or very less filled and various other bottles contained expired material.

The details of empty & expired bottles are as per Annexure-A to the

Panchnama dated 15.07.2020. As the goods appeared highly inflated

and unrealistic value terms and with short quantity of liquid in bottles,

six random samples from two cartons were drawn. The image (picture)

of the sample bottle is re-produced below:

,
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F. No. VllUl 0-1 56/Prev. lO&NHAl20-21

4. Shri Bhasker Bhatt, Government Approved Empanelled Valuer /
Chartered Engineer gave his valuation report dated 03.01.2021 in

respect of the goods involved in the Shipping Bills. The estimated fair

value ofthe seized goods has been arrived at by the Chartered Engineer

on the basis of the local market as well as information available in

public domain of similar narration and applicable rates were considered

for estimation of market value in India, with adjustment of quantity

discount and interpolated quantity.

4.1 It appeared that as per Valuation Certificate / Reports dated

03.Ol .2027 , the total value of goods covered under all the Shipping Bills

worked out to Rs. 16,81,598/- whereas the total declared value, as per

Tax Invoice, was Rs. 3,82,54,9461-, i.e. 22.74 times of the fair value of

the goods.

5. In view of the above, it appeared that the exporter, M/s. Fusion

Overseas had resorted to gross over-valuation to the tune of Rs.

3,65,73,348/-, i.e. 22.74 times of the fair value of the goods. Shipping

Bill wise estimated fair value of the goods, arrived at in total six such

reports, is as per the table given below:-

Page 3 of 34

3.2 Under the reasonable belief that the exporter has grossly over-

valued the goods and mis-declared the quantity as well as product as

aforesaid and as the same are liable for confiscation, the officers of

Customs seized the goods covered under the said 06 Shipping Bills, vide

Seizure Memo dt. 15.07.2020, under Section 110 of the Customs Act,

1962 and handed over the same to Sh. Jagdish Wageda, Executive of

C.O.N.C.O.R., I.C.D. Khodiyar for safe custody, under Supratnama dt.

t5.o7.2020.
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s.
N.

s/B
No,

Botes
(No.)

Qty. .s
pe r s/B

Actual

Qty.

DeclsItd
V{lue (Rs,)

Value
per

Piece
(RsJ

F.O.B.
Vrlu€ (Rs.)

Estim.ted
F.O.B.

Vxlue as

perGovl
Valuer
(Rs.)

Differcnce
in Vrlue

(Rs,

I.G.S.T.
involved

I 2

I 3682272 08.07.2020 l6 2,640 t,90E 4.E57,77 t 2,183 4,857,771 213,388 4,64,t,383 866.20s

36 r 8,13 r 04.07.2020 22 1,920 2,634 6.619,435 2,783 6.679,435 295,514 6,383,861 1,191.012

361E455 04.01 .2020 22 2,640 2.631 6.619,435 2.?83 6,679,43s 6,381.86r I,191.032
4 3618486 04.07.2020 22 2,644 2.64',7 6.619,43s 2.183 6,619,43s 296.0t7 6,383,418 1,191.032

5 3619796 04.07 .2020 22 2.640 2,s18 6.679,435 2.783 6,679,435 2EE,358 6,391,077 1,191.032
6 3618430 04.07.2020 22 2,640 6,619,435 292.687 6,386,748 l,191.032

Totsl 126 15,120 t5,01E 3,82,5.1.9{6 r6,698 3,E2,5.t,9,16 16,81,59E 3,65,73,3,{8 68,21,36s

6. As per I.E.C. data base, I.E.C. Code No. AAGFF 8041 A has been

issued to M/s. Fusion Overseas on ll.l2.2Ol9, having address at Shop

No. 17, LSC Market, Block-LU, Pitampura, North West Delhi - 110 034

& Mr. Rajiv Arya and Mr. Satyavir Singh were the partners of the said

hrm. Therefore, search was caused at the said address through

Customs Preventive, New Custom House, New Delhi. Consequently, a

letter C. No. VIII(SB) 1 0/Cus.Prev/Gr . -IV I 4OO I 2Ol9 dt. 3 1.07.20, was

received from the O/o the Principal Commissioner, Customs Preventive,

New Custom House, New Delhi - 110 034. As reported in that letter,

search was conducted under Panchnarna on 28.O7.2O2O and in the

above premises, they had found Sign boards of three lirms, namely M/s.

Fusion Overseas, Mf s. Zenex Overseas and M/s. Satguru Impex, placed

on the front side of the shop. One Mr. Rajiv Arya was available in the

said premises who introduced himself as a partner of M/s. Fusion

Overseas and M/s. Satguru Impex and Proprietor of Mls. Zenex

Overseas. No documents related to the export made by M/s. F\rsion

Overseas or any other firms, were found in the office premises.

6,4'. The Statement of Mr. Rajiv Arya was recorded under Section of

108 of the Customs Act, 1962 in which he, inter alia, stated that he is

the partner in the lirm M/s. Fusion Overseas and M/s. Satguru Impex

and Proprietor in M/s. Zenex Overseas; that he is the dummy partner

or proprietor in the said lirms and has not invested single penny in

those firms; that he has been paid Rs. 15,000/- per month; that the

Page 4 of 34
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F. No. V,ll/10-'156/Preu.lO&NHAl20-21

said Shop No. 17, LSC market, Block-LU, Pitampura, Delhi-110 034 is

on rent and monthly rent is Rs. 8,000/-; that he received Rs. 8,000/-

from one Shri Prince for pa5rment of rent of the shop, whose Mobile Nos.

were 98184 98910/99667 45757; that he has been working in those

firms since September/ October-2019; that the said work was offered

by Shri Prince and he had met Shri Prince through one of his friends;

that Shri Prince offered him Rs. 15,000/- per month for acting as

partner / proprietor in three frrms which he accepted; that he did not

know about the nature of business undertaken by these firms; that it
was his duty to attend the Shop from 10:O0 AM to 06:00 PM; in that

shop, neither any business was being conducted nor any documents

were kept. Further, he stated that he doesn't know the address of office

or home of Shri Prince; that no documents related to export by M/s.

Fusion Overseas, M/s. Satguru Impex and M/s. Zenex Overseas were

kept in that shop; that no work / business of M/s. F\rsion Overseas,

M/s. Satguru Impex, and M/s. Zenex Overseas was carried out in that

Shop No. 17, LSC market, Block-LU, Pitampura, Delhi-11034; that he

used to only sign cheque of those firms and never signed any invoices;

that he didnt know, who was owner of those lirms and only Shri Prince

can explain about that.

7 . In this case, Shipping Bills for the export of goods were filed by

M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, Ahmedabad. The documents like Invoice,

packing list, KYC, etc. were handed over to M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics

LLP, Ahmedabad by M/s. Aeromar Logistics (I) P. Ltd. situated at 311,

Shiromani Complex, Opp. Ocean Park, Nehru Nagar Cross Road,

Ambawadi, Ahmedabad - 380 015.

8. Upon inquiry with M/s. Aeromar Logistics (l) hrt. Ltd., they vide

letter date L5.12.2O2O, informed that they had received all export

documents of M/s. F\rsion Overseas from M/s. Mass Shipping

Page 5 of 34



F No. Vlll/1 0- 1 56/P rev .lO&Nt1Ql20-21

Agencies, situated at 2O9, Guru Harkrishan Plaza, CB-2O2A, Ring -
Road, Naraina, New Delhi - 110 028 and Smt. Manju shri Ashok kumar

Jha was the proprietor of M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies. They have

submitted the copy of E-mail corespondence they had with M/s. Mass

Shipping Agencies regarding export consignments, documentation and

KYC of M/s. Fusion Overseas. It appeared from the said documents that

the KYC documents of M/s. F\rsion Overseas were provided by M/s.

Mass Shipping Agencies to M/s. Aeromar Logistics (l) Pvt. Ltd. As per

the I.E.C. certilicate, the partners of M/s. Fusion Overseas are Mr.

Satyavir Singh and Shri Rajiv Arya and the address of the firm is Shop

No. 17, LSC market, Block-LU, Pitampura, North West Delhi-110 034.

The said I.E.C. was issued on ll.l2.2Ol9. G.S.T. Registration

Certiiicate No. 07 AAGFF 8041 A IZU was issued on 09.72.2019

showing Legal Name "Fusion Overseas" & Trade Name - "F\rsion

Overseas'. The Tax Invoices were showing the exporter name as M/s.

Fusion Overseas, Consignee n.une as KDT General Trading L L C,

Dubai, UAE and buyer name as CEVA services, Singapore. The

description of goods was shown as "Super Ceramics coating (PRO

POLISH)" & the amount of G.S.T. was shown @ 18% of value of the

goods. It further appeared, from the E-mail correspondence, that M/s.

Mass Shipping Agencies was continuously in contact with authorized

person / owner of M/s. Fusion Overseas.

9. It was noticed from the label pasted on the plastic bottle

containing export goods that the name of the manufacturer of the goods

was "Shine 'n'Care (lndia)". Accordingly, inquiry was caused with the

said manufacturer, through e-mail dated 01.01.2021. M/s. Shine 'n'

Care (lndia), Faridabad, vide their letter dated 02.O1.2021 (R.U.D.-06),

inter alia, certified that :

"tleg are not Mfg. this product. Mag be someone haue use

our companA name & market this product. We wish to inform

Page 6 of 34



F. No. Vlll/1 0-1 56/Pre\t lO&NtiQ/20"21

gou ttlat ue sold around 10 Tons of one of our regular

product Dash Board Polish in 50 Kg. packing to M/ s. Geek

Retail Put Ltd. Plot No. 158, Industial Area, Phase 1,

Panchlqtla, Haryana 1341 13...... The duration of our deal /
supply from 18.05.18 to 07.07.18...."

10. Further, Summons dated 15.12.2020, under Section 108 of the

Customs Act, 1962 was issued to Smt. Manju shri A. Jha, Proprietor of

M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies, to appear before the investigating officer,

Customs Ahmedabad. However, the said summons has been returned

from the postal authority with remarks 'the office is locked since long'

on the envelope. Therefore, the investigation in this case could not be

extended to Smt. Manju A. Jha and further her role could not be

ascertained.

11. Summons was issued to Mr. Rajiv Arya and Mr. Satyavir Singh,

Partners of M/s. Fusion Overseas, situated at Shop No. 17, LSC market,

Block-LU, Pitampura, North West Delhi-110 034, for recording their

Statements under Section 108 of the Customs Act, 7962. The said

Summons were returned undelivered from Postal authority. It,
therefore, appeared that both, Mr. Rajiv Arya and Mr. Satyavir Singh,

were evading their presence before the investigating officer, Customs

Ahmedabad and thereby were not co-operating in ongoing investigation

against M/s. Fusion Overseas.

12. In the present case, M/s. Dhaniabh Logistics LLP, Ahmedabad,

have acted as Customs Broker on behalf of M/s. Fusion Overseas and

had filed total SIX Shipping Bills with I.C.D., Khodiyar. In response to

inquiry, they, vide their E-mail dated 08.01.2021, informed that the

export documents / KYC of M/s. F\rsion Overseas were received by

them from M/s. Aeromar Logistics (I) Pvt. Ltd., Ahmedabad through E-

Page 7 ol 34
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mail and they submitted copy of the said documents through E-mail.-

They further informed that they did not know anyone from M/s. Fusion

Overseas.

13. Coming back to the said Exporter, he had willfully suppressed

the facts by mis-declaring the quantity and value of the goods meant

for export.

14. The estimated fair value of the detained /seized goods has been

arrived at by the Chartered Engineer as discussed in para 04 supra.

Considering the said valuation report, exporter M/s. Fbsion Overseas

had resorted to gross over-valuation to the tune of Rs. 3,65,73,3481-,

r.e. 22.74 times of the fair value of the goods, with an intent to take

benefits of higher I.G.S.T. refund. Therefore, the F.O.B. value of Rs.

3,82,54,9461-, declared by the exporter M/s. Fusion Overseas, are

liable for rejection and the estimated value of Rs. 16,81,598/-, arrived

at by the Chartered Engineer as detailed herein above, are to be

considered as fair F.O.B. value of the goods, in terms of the Customs

Valuation (Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007; as

discussed herein above.

15. It appeared from the investigation and various Statements

recorded and documents, as narrated herein above, that M/s. Fusion

Overseas has attempted to export the goods by resorting to gross over-

valuation of the export goods and also resorted to mis-declaration of

quantity ofthe export goods, as tabulated in Para 02, with intent to get

undue refund of Integrated Goods & Services Tax and thus rendered

the goods having declared F.O.B. of Rs. 3,82,54,9a6/- and involving

wrongful claim of refund of Integrated Goods & Services Tax of Rs.

68,21,365/-, liable for confiscation under Section 113 (h) & (i) of the

Customs Act, 1962.

Page 8 oI 34
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76. It appeared that Mr. Rajiv Arya, one of the partners of M/s.

Fusion Overseas, was instrumental & consciously involved in the entire

scheme of illegal export to avail undue benefits through M/s. Mass

Shipping Agencies. He accepted in his Statement that he was paid Rs.

15,000/- per month by one Shri Prince for acting as partner in M/s.

Fusion Overseas. He also accepted that he did only signature on the

cheques issued by M/ s. Fusion Overseas. For the monetary

consideration, he became partner of M/s. Fusion Overseas and signed

the cheques, which shows that he blindly allowed the illegal business

of M/s. Fusion Overseas. It appeared that one Mr. Prince might have

control over the business of M/s. Fusion Overseas, however, Mr. Rajiv

Arya did not disclose anything about his where about and further he

also did not disclose any thing about the place where the business

activities of M/s. Fusion Overseas was going on and where the relevant

documents were kept. All these acts on the part of Sh. Rajiv Arya have

rendered the goods liable for confiscation under Section 113(h) & (i) of

the Customs Act, 1962 and rendered himself liable for penalty under

Section 114 (iii) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

17. It appeared that M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, Ahmedabad is a

licensed Custom Broker and Sh. Sambhu M. Rabari, G Card holder of

the said C.H.A. firm knew that the goods were over-valued by the said

exporter. No due diligence was applied by them as they did not verify as

to who were the partners of M/s. Fusion Overseas and whether the said

exporter existed at the given address or not. They even did not attempt

to contact M/s. F\rsion Overseas. They have filed the Shipping Bills and

check{ist w'ith Customs on the basis of documents received from M/s.

Aeromar Logistics (I) Rrt. Ltd. to execute the export using the export

invoice, showing false declaration to defraud the exchequer. M/s.

Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, Ahmedabad was instrumental in execution of

export of M/s. Fusion Overseas and presented export documents to

Page I of 34
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Customs showing grossly over-valued goods udth ma-lafide intent to -
defraud the exchequer. Thus, it appeared that this act of M/s.

Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, Ahmedabad have rendered the goods liable for

confiscation under Section 113 (h) & (i) of the Customs Act, 1962 and

also rendered themselves liable for penal action under Section 114 and

114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

1 8. 1 It is the obligation of the Custom House Agent to aduise his client

to complg with the prouisions of the Act and in case of non-compliance,

shall bing tle matter to the notice of the Deputy Commissioner of
Customs or Assistant Commissioner of Customs and it is the obligation

of the Custom House Agent to uerifg antecedent, correctness of Importer

Exporter Code (IEC) Number, identitg of his client and functioning of his

client at tLe declared address by using reliable, independent, authentic

doanments, data or inJormation. In this case, M/s Dhanlabh l,ogistics

LLP, Ahmedabad collected the K.Y.C. documents, however, did not

verify whether the exporter is genuine or not. It, therefore, appeared

that M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, Ahmedabad have knowingly

concerned themselves with such goods, which they knew were liable for

confiscation under Section 113 (h) & (i) of the Customs Act, 1962 and

have rendered themselves liable for penal action under Section 114(iii)

and 114 AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

Page 10 of 34

19. It appeared that M/s. Aeromar Logistics 0) Pvt. Ltd. facilitated

M/s. Fusion Overseas by corresponding urith M/s. Mass Shipping

Agencies, New Delhi and accepting the export documents showing

highly over-va-lued goods. No due diligence was applied by M/s.

Aeromar Logistics (I) P. Ltd. as they did not verify as to who is the

authorized persons of M/s. Fusion Overseas and whether the said

exporter existed at the given address or not. They have simply forwarded

the export documents to M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, Ahmedabad to
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file the Shipping Bills and checklist with the Customs to execute the

export, using the export invoice showing false declaration, to defraud

the exchequer. It appeared that M/s. Aeromar Logistics (l) P. Ltd. is a

vital link and active member of slmdicate involved in defrauding the

Exchequer. Thus, it appeared that commission and omission on the

part of M/s. Aeromar Logistics (I) P. Ltd. have rendered the goods liable

for confiscation under Section 113 (h) & (i) of the Customs Act, 1962

and also rendered themselves liable for penai action under Section

114AA of the Customs Act, 7962.

20. It appeared that M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies, New Delhi

consciously involved in the entire scheme of illegal export in the name

of M/s. Fusion Overseas, to avail undue export benefits. They appeared

to be mastermind as they were interacting with the authorized person

of M/s. Fusion Overseas. They are the connecting link between M/s.

Fusion Overseas and M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, Ahmedabad

through M/s. Aeromar Logistics (I) P. Ltd., Ahmedabad. It appeared that

they provided shield to M/s. Fusion Overseas. Had they not entertained

M/s. Fusion Overseas, this fraudulent attempt to export could not have

been successful. Further, Smt. Manju A. Jha, Proprietor of M/s. Mass

Shipping Agencies did not honor the Summons issued to her and not

co-operate in the ongoing investigation against M/s. Fusion Overseas.

A11 these acts on the part of M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies, New Delhi

have rendered the goods liable for confiscation under Section 113 (h) &

(i) of the Customs Act, 1962 and rendered herself liable for penal action

under Section 114 (iii) and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

Page 11 of 34

21. In view of the above, M/s. Fusion Overseas, Delhi-110 034 was

issued with Show Cause Notice No. VllI/48-24 IPIIHQ/2O2O-
21(Fusion) dt. lL.Ol.2021 asking them to show cause, as to why:
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(a) the F.O.B. va1ue of Rs. 3,82,54,9461- declared by the exporter -

M/s. Fusion Overseas, in respect of goods entered for exportation

covered under total 06 Shipping Bills of M/s. Fusion Overseas, Delhi,

should not be rejected and the estimated value of Rs. 16,81,598/-,

arrived at by the Chartered Engineer as detailed herein above, should

not be considered as fair F.O.B. value of the goods, in terms of

provisions of Customs Valuation (Determination of Value of Export

Goods) Rules, 2007.

(b) the goods entered for exportation, covered under total 06

Shipping Bills of M/s. Fusion Overseas, Delhi having declared F.O.B.

value of Rs. 3,82,54,9461- and involving illegal / undue refund of

Integrated Goods & Services Tax amounting to Rs. 68,21 ,365 / - , should

not be liable for confiscation under Section 113 (h) & (i) of the Customs

Act, 1962;

(c) penalty under Section 114 (iii) of the Customs Act, 1962 should

not be imposed upon them for rendering the goods appearing at (a)

above iiable for confiscation; and

(d) penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 should

not be imposed upon them as discussed herein above.

?age 12 of u

22. M/s. Mass Shipping Agencles, Delhi-110 028, vide above Show

Cause Notice were asked to show cause, as to why:

(a) penalty under Section 114 (iii) of the Customs Act, 1962 should

not be imposed upon them; and

(b) penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 should

not be imposed upon them as discussed herein above in the foregoing

paras.

23. Mr. Rajiv Ar5za, Partner of M/s. Fusion Overseas, Delhi, vide

above Show Cause Notice was asked to show cause, as to why:-
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(a) penalty under Section 114 (iii) of the Customs Act, 1962 should

not be imposed upon him; and

(b) penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 should

not be imposed upon him as discussed herein above in the foregoing

paras.

(a) penalty under Section 1la(iii) of the Customs Act, 1962 should

not be imposed upon them; and

(b) penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 should

not be imposed upon them, as discussed herein above in the foregoing

paras.

25. M/s. Dhaulabh Logistics LLP, Ahmedabad, vide above Show

Cause Notice were asked to show cause, as to why:-

(a) Penalty under Section 114 (iii) of the Customs Act, 1962 should

not be imposed upon them; and

(b) Penalty under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 should

not be imposed upon them as discussed herein above, in the foregoing

paras.

Defenee Replies :-

26. Vide their letter No. Nil dt. 25.02.2O21, NIls. Aeromar Logistics

(Il P. Ltd, have submitted as under :-

a. Their role in the case was neither of Custom House Agent nor

Shipping Line Agent. They had just undertaken the job as an

intermediary between M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies and M/s.

24. M/s. Aeromar Logistics (Il P. Ltd., Ahmedabad - 380 015 vide

above Show Cause Notice were asked to show cause, as to why:-
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Dhanlabh Logisitcs LLP, C.H.A. They had received documents for

the goods of M/s. Fusion Overseas from M/s. Mass Shipping

Agencies through an E-mail. M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies

approached them by E-mail dt. 30.06.2020 requesting Customs

clearance at Ahmedabad. They had quoted price for getting the

work done alongwith a request to provide invoice, packing list,

shipping bills, documents for registration of IEC and AD Code

through their E-mail dt. 30.06.2020, which was provided by M/s.

Mass Shipping Agencies. After confirming the AD copy they had

handed over the papers to the C.H.A. and with that their role had

ended.

b. The documents submitted by M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies

through an E-mail to them, clearly established that the entire

transaction was bonalide and documents clearly showed the

existence of the said exporter and they had acted upon the

instructions of M/ s. Mass Shipping Agencies. They had no reason

to doubt or to inquire further because their requirements related

to customs were satisfied by M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies.

c. The S.C.N. had wrongly and erroneously implicated them

because the case of the Department is that of the mis-declaration

of the quantity of the export goods whereas their role described

in the notice was that they had supplied documents to C.H.A. for

export and not beyond that. The documents supplied by them

were in order and there is no allegation that those documents

were not proper or genuine. Thus, merely handling of the

documents can not hold them liable for any penal action.

d. The entire Notice is silent on the point that how they are liable for

the cause of confiscation of goods under Section 113(h) when the

said clause can be placed in service only if any goods which are

not included or are in excess of those included in the entry made

under the Act. They have acted as an intermediary to supply the
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documents through a legally recognized channel and were

handed over to the C.H.A. They were never obliged to or required

to ensure whether any goods are included or are in excess of

those included in the entry made. So, they can not be held liable

for any violation of Section 113(h) of the Act as they have not

acted contrary to the conditions of the said provisions.

e. The notice does not reveal that how they were obliged to go in to

the authenticity of the value and quantity of the goods. It is
neither their duty to adjudge the correct value of the goods nor

their obligation to even inquire about the value and actual quality

and quantity of the goods. Also there is no evidence on record to

show that they were aware of the over-valuation of the export

consignment and hence they can not be held liable for any aiding

and abetting and consequently to penalty.

f. They can not be held liable for the confiscation of the export goods

as they had no role to play in the assessment or valuation of the

goods. They were also not concerned with the loading ofthe goods

for export. Their role ended when they handed over documents to

the C.H.A. In absence of any obligation and duties under the 1aw,

they can not be held responsible under Section 1 13(h) & (i) of the

Act.

g. They have not done any commission or omission that would

render the goods liable for confiscation or abetted the commission

or omission. In the absence of any evidence of their being involved

in any commission or omission or abatement, the penalty under

Section I 14(iii) is out of question.

h. There is no allegation and evidence that they were in the

knowledge of any improper export of goods. There is also no

evidence on record that they have done anything in connivance

or with the knowledge of fraud being committed by the exporter

by mis-declaring the value and quantity-quality of the goods.
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Without bringing on record any evidence to show that they hao-

acted beyond their normal business requirement or had the

knowledge of the fraud being committed, they can not be held

liable for aiding or abetting the fraud.

i. The investigating agency has recorded the Statements of various

persons but none of the witnesses stated that they were

interested beyond their normal business tralsaction. None of the

Statements establish that they were aware or participated in any

manner of mis-declaration by the exporter.

j. Proposal to levy penalty under Section 114AA is also not

sustainable against them in this case. The basic genesis of the

said provision is that the person knowingly or intentionally

makes, signs or uses, or causes to be made, signed or used, any

declaration statement or document which is false or incorrect in

any particular material in the transaction of any business for the

purposes of this Act. The S.C.N. nowhere allege any knowledge or

intention on their part about the mis-declaration in the context

of the va-luation. F\rther, they have neither signed any document

nor filed any document with the Department. Their role ended

when they handed over those documents to the C.H.A.

27. Vide E-mail dt. 23.11.2021, they submitted following citations,

on which they relying up on :-

a. Commr. of Customs vs. Shiva Khurana (2019(3671 ELT 550 (Del))

b. Sh. Nirmal Agarwal vs. Commr. Customs (Export), Mumbai (2020 (2)

TMI 1083 CESTAT, Mum)

c. Sai Shipping Services vs. C.C., New Delhi (2OO9 (239l. ELT 104

(Tri. Del))

d. Neptune Cargo Movers P. Ltd. vs. C.C. (Exports), Chennai (2OO7 (219)

E.LT 673 (Tri. Chennai))

e. D S Cargo Service vs. C.C., New Delhi (2OO9 (247) ELT 769 (Tri. Del.))
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28. Vide their letter No. Nil dt. 13.02.2Q21, M I a. Dhanlabh Loglstlcs

LLP have submitted as under :-

a. Para 17 of the S.C.N. alleges violation of provisions of Rule

13(d) and l3(n) of the C.H.A. Licensing Regulations, 2013. The above

regulations were replaced by the Customs Broker Licensing

Regulations, 2018 vide Noti. No. 41/2018-Cus.(N.T.) dt. 14.05.2018.

Thus, the provisions under which offence has been charged in the

S.C.N. have already been superseded and have ceased to exist and

therefore the allegations charged under the said redundant provisions

are null and void.

b. The provisions invoked were not in force as on date ofincidence

of export, i.e. July 2O2O as well as on date of issue of the Notice and

hence all allegations are entirely infructuous and hence void.

c. In absence of establishing the breach of violation under the

correct provisions of the law that existed on the date of incidence, the

Notice is not sustainable.

d. In absence of establishing the violation of correct provisions of

the relevant law, charging under the provisions of Customs Act for

penalty, is also irrelevant and entireiy arbitrary which does not stand

its ground and its legally not sustainable.

e. As per their E-mail dt. 08.01.2021 , they had received the

documents for the said export shipment of M/s. K. R. Intemational

alongwith KYC documents from their regular customer f forwarder

M/s. Aeromar Logistics (l) P. Ltd., through E-mail. They had taken

sufficient care to go through the entire set of the documents and found

those proper and in line with the requirement, therefore they did not

have any reason to doubt or disbelieve the same and they also did not

find the requirement to contact the exporter. C.H.A. and forwarder have

trust-based business relations and until and unless any wrong

incidence happens, they don't doubt the reference or records provided

by the forwarder in regular business practice. They had every reason to
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trust the documents forwarded by their regular customer / forwarder-

and there was no reason to doubt the authenticity of the exporter on

the basis of the relevant records provided by them.

f. In the Notice, there is no charge against them to show any

malalide intention or any ulterior motive to abet or collude vrith the

exporter. They had acted in this transaction in a bonalide way with

genuine belief in normal course of business and no case has been made

out or any evidence shown in the Notice to prove any malafide conduct

on their part. Proper due diiigence was done on their part while filing

the documents on behalf of the exporter but they neither had any

knowledge or doubt of any irregularities on part of the exporter. Thus,

it can only be a case ofbreach oftrust in a genuine business transaction

and no malice can be attributed on their part.

g. Provisions of Section 114 and 114AA clearly envisage the

situation of act of omission and knowledge or intention and both these

counts are not applicable to them in light of the averments made as

above. They have acted under the genuine and bonafide belief in a
regular business transaction and nowhere in the notice, there is an

evidence to prove our collusion with the exporter for any lapse on their
part. Mere filing of the documents on their behalf does not make them

a conduit as charged in the notice. There is no evidence in the notice to

prove their complicity or agreement \rdth the exporter in their

wrongdoing. As an agent, they don't have control or authority over the

declaration of the quantity or value and it is the prerogative of the

exporter. As a C.H.A., they rely on the available documents to check the

same which they did in this case and any wrong doing by the exporter

in the transaction does not automatically makes them as guilty of the

offense as the exporter. Their job is to appraise the exporter about the

correct provisions of law, however any mis-declaration by the exporter

does not imply their involvement with them unless explicitly proven.

Thus, the penal provisions cited under Section 1i4(iii) and 114AA can
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not be arbitrarily applied to them in absence of any evidence to prove

their complicity or involvement.

Personal Hearing :-

29. Notices for Personal Hearing were issued, as detailed below, to

the Noticee as well as Co-noticees.

30. Sh. Dhaval Shah, Advocate attended P. H. in virtual mode on

24.11.2021 on beha-lf of M/s. Aeromar Logistics (l) P. Ltd., Co-noticee.

He re-iterated their written submission dt. 25.O2.2021 and requested

to take on record the citations sent by them through email on

23.tt.2021.

30.1 Sh. M. K. Kothari, Consultant attended P. H. in virtual mode on

24.I1.2021 on behalf of M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics LLP. He re-iterated

their written submission dt. 13.02.2021. He submitted that Circular

S.
N.

DIN
Name of the

Noticee & Co-
Noticee

Dt. of P.
H.

Attended
by

Not attended
by

I 2021l17lMN00005l0E5A

Fusion
Overseas,

Mass
Shipping,
Aeromar
Logistics,

Rajiv Arya of
Fusion &
Dhanlabh
Logistics

24.11.202t

Sh. Dhaval
Shrh for
AeromSr

Logistics on
24.11.21.
Attended

bySh.MK
Kothari for
Dhanlabh

Logistics on
24.t1.21

Fusion
0verseas,

Mass Shippirg
& RajiY Arya
of Fusion on

24.1t.2t.

2 20211171MN0000669E90

Fusion
Overseas,

Rajiv Arya
and Mass
ShipDins

29.11.2021 No ne All three

3 2021l2?1MN000000BBBB

Fusion
0verseas,

Rajiv Arya
and Mass
Shipping

06.12.2021 No nc All three
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No. 09/2010 dt. 08.04.2010 has clearly enunciated the role and-

functions of the CHA and there is no lapse on their part in performing

their duty.

Discussion & findings :-

31. I have carefully gone through the facts of the case, written

submissions made by Co-noticees and Oral submissions made by them

during their respective Personal Hearings. I have also gone through the

records available with this office about the case.

32. The issues to be decided before me are whether:-

1) the F.O.B. value of Rs. 3,82,54,946/- declared for the goods

involved under 06 Shipping Bills, should be rejected in terms

of provisions of the Customs Valuation (Determination of

Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007 or otherwise.

the export goods involved are liable to confiscation under

Section 113(h) & (i) of the Customs Acl, 1962 or otherwise.

M/s. Fusion Overseas is liable for penal action under Section

114(iii) & 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962, for rendering the

goods liable for confiscation or otherwise.

M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies is liable for penal action under

Section 114(iii) & 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962, for

abetting the export of the above goods or otherwise.

Mr. Rajiv Arya, partner of M/s. Fusion Overseas is liable for

penal action under Section 114(iii) & 114AA of the Customs

Act, 1962, for abetting the export of the above goods or

otherwise.

2)

3)

4l

s)
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6l M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics LLP is liable for penal action under

Section 114(iii) & 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962, for

abetting the export of the above goods or otherwise.

M/s. Aeromar Logistics (I) P. Ltd. is liable for penal action

under Section 11a(iii) and 114AA of the Customs Acl, 1962 or

otherwise.

7)

33. Now, I take up the issues involved for discussion. The fact about

the goods for export, as mentioned in Table at Para No. 02 above, by

the exporter, is not in dispute. I find that the said exporter had

presented relevant documents along with goods at the time of

exportation of goods at the custom station. The goods were for export

under Free Shipping Bills. This fact is also not in dispute.

34. I lind that during the course of examination of the Shipping Bills,

it was found that the goods were highly over-valued. Hence, the goods

were evaluated by the Govt. approved Engineer Mr. Bhaskar Bahtt. I

find that the report of the valuer has categorically stated that the value

of the export goods was on very higher side. This has reinforced the

Department to raise the doubt on the declared value ofthe export goods

as the same was significantly higher compared to the market value of

the goods of the same kind and quality at the time of export, as provided

in Explanation 1 of Rule 8 of the Customs Valuation (Determination of

value of export) Rules, 2007.

35. From the above, it is crystal clear that it is a case of issuance of

over-valued G.S.T. invoices arld further encashment of the same by

over-valuing the export goods and taking higher I.G.S.T. refund by the

said exporter.
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36. IfrndthattheMr. Rajiv Arya, the partner of M/s. Fusion Overseas-

as well as M/s. Fusion Overseas have remained silent about the fact of

over-valuation of the goods since presentation of goods for export till
the process of adjudication is taken up. In fact, by not appearing to

depose their Statement or for Personal Hearing and by non-filing any

reply to the Show Cause Notice, they have accepted their mala-frde

intention behind this whole episode and have implicitly accepted the

allegations made in the Show Cause Notice.

37. On verification of details of the registration of the said exporter

on GST portal, with GSTIN 07 AAGFF 8041 A lZU, it was found that

the said exporter was not Aadhar authenticated or KYC verilied. This

strengthens the beiief that the said firm is bogus and non-efsting.

38. Before accepting the valuation of the goods done by the Valuer, I

have carefully gone through the provisions of Customs Valuation

(Determination of Va-lue of Export Goods) Rules, 2007. As per Rule 8

ibid, when the proper officer has reason to doubt the truth or accuracy

of the value declared in relation to any export goods, he may ask the

exporter of such goods to furnish further information including

documents or other evidence and if, after receiving such further

information, or in the absence ofa response of such exporter, the proper

officer still has reasonable doubt about the truth or accuracy of the

value so declared, the transaction value shall be deemed to have not

been determined in accordance with sub-rule (1) of rule 3.

39. I find that the value declared by the exporter was not fair and the

query raised in this regard also remained un-answered by them. Hence,

the value declared by the exporter can not be considered as transaction

value of the goods to be exported and liable to be rejected under Rule 8

ibid.
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41. In view of the above discussion, I have reason to believe that the

exporters have mis-declared the quantity as well as over-valued the

goods under export and declared inflated value in the Shipping Bills

frled by them urith an intention to claim refund of I.G.S.T., unduly on

higher side. I also lind that the exporter had willfully suppressed the

facts by mis-declaring the quantity and value of the goods and hence I

agree with the value of the goods determined under Certificate dt.

O3.Ol.2O2l issued by Govt. approved valuer, Sh. Bhaskar G. Bhatt and

the same is acceptable in the present case, in terms of the provisions of

the said Rules and the value declared by the exporter is liable to be

rejected.

Confiscation of Goods :-

42. The exporter of any goods, while presenting a Shipping Bill, shall

make and subscribe to a declaration as to the truth of its contents. In

the instant case, it has been found that the export goods are highly

over-valued and hence the provisions of Section 50 of the Customs Act,

L962, are contravened. Section 113(h) provides that any goods which
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40. I find that if the transaction value shall be deemed to have not

been determined in accordance with RuIe 3 ibid, the value shall be

determined by proceeding sequentially through Rule 4 to 6 ibid. I find

that the value of the goods can not be determined under Rule 4 as the

comparative data for similar / identical goods exported are not

available. Similarly, the va-lue of the goods can not be determined under

Rule 5 also as the data regarding cost of production, other charges and

pro{it margin are not available for computation. Hence, in the present

case, the value can be determined under Rule 6 using reasonable

means consistent with the principal of general provisions of these

Rules.
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are not included or are in excess of those included in the entry made.-

under the Act is liable for confrscation. Further, Section 113(i) ibid

provides that any goods entered for exportation, which do not

correspond in respect of value or in any material particular with the

entry made under the Act, is liable for confiscation. In the instant case,

the deciared F.O.B. value of the goods involved in the concerned

Shipping Bills is Rs. 3,82,54,946/- whereas the re-determined value

comes to Rs. 16,81,598/-. Therefore, for this omission and commission

on the part of the exporter, provisions of Section 113(h) and (i) are

attracted and the goods detailed in Table at Para 02 above, are rendered

liable for confiscation under the said provisions of the said Act.

43. I also rely on few judgments for my above findings. In the case of

CCE, Mumbai vs. Multimetai Ltd. - 2OO2(144) DLT 574 (Tri-Mumbai), it
was held that when mis-declaration is established, goods are liable for

confiscation irrespective of whether there was mala-{ide or not. This case

has been upheld by the Apex Court in 2003 (151) ELT A309(SC).

44. The above position gets substantiated by following case laws :-

(i) Pregna intl. Ltd. Vs. Commr. of Customs (ACC & Export), Mumbai

- 2O1O - (2621ELT (391)

(iil R D Metal & Co. vs. Commr. of Customs, Kandla - 2008(238) ELT

a64 (Tri-A'bad)

(iii) Commr. of Customs, Amritsar vs. Amar tex Inds Ltd. - 2OO9(24O1

ELT 152.

45. As the impugned goods are found to be liable to confiscation

under Section 1 13(h) ald (i), I find it necessary to consider as to
whether redemption fine under Section 125(1) is liable to be imposed in

lieu of confiscation in respect of the export goods. The Section 125(1) of

the Customs Act, 1962; reads as under :-
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" 125. Option to pay fine in lieu of confiscation.-

(1) Wheneuer confiscation of any goods is authorised bg this Act, the

officer adjudging it mag, in tLe case of ang goods, the importation or

exportation uttereof is prohibited under this Act or under any other law

for the time being in force, and slnll, in the case of any otler goods, giue

to the owner of the goods 1[or, utrere such owner is not known, tle
person from rlhose posses sion or custodg such goods haue been seized,l

an option to pag in lieu of confiscation such fine a.s the said officer thinks

fit... "

46. In view of the above, I find that redemption fine under Section

125(1) of the Customs Act, 1962 is liable to be imposed in iieu of

confiscation in respect of the export goods.
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Penal actiou against M/s. Fusion Overseas, Delhi :-

47. For the acts of omission and commission narrated herein above,

on the part of the said exporter, have rendered themselves liable for

penal action under Section 114(iii) and 114AA of the Customs Act,

t944.

48. Section 114 of the Act reads as under :-

" 1 1 4 . Penaltg for attempt to export goods improperly , etc. - Ang person

uLho, in relation to ang goods, does or omits to do ang act uthich act or

omrssion utould render such goods liable to confiscation under section

7 73, or abets tlrc doing or omission of such an act, shall be liable, -

O in the case of goods in respect of u.thich ang prohibition is in force

under this Act or ang other lau for the time being in force, to a penaltg

[not exeeding three times the value of the goods as declared bg tle
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exporter or the ualue as determined under this Actl, tuhicheuer is tle
greater;

[(ii) in the case of dutiable goods, other than prohibited goods, subject to

ttre proui.sions of section 114A, to a penaltg not exceeding ten per cent. of
the dutg sought to be euaded or fiue thousand rupees, u.thiclwuer is higher

Proulded that uhere such duty as determined under sub-section (8) of
section 28 and the interest pagable thereon under section 28AA is paid

within thirtg dags from the date of communication of the order of the

proper officer determining such duty, the amount of penaltg liable to be

paid bg such person under this section shall be tuentg-fiue per cent. of
tLrc penaltg so determined;l

[(iii) in th.e case of ang other goods, to a penaltg not exceeding the ualue

of the goods, as declared bg the exporter or the ualue as determined

under this Act, tuhiclrcuer is the greater.l

48.1 I find that the exporter has deliberately and knowingly mis-

declared the quantity & value and entered the goods for exportation

which were highly over-valued with an intention to avail illegal benefit

of I.G.S.T. refund. This rendered the said goods liabie for conhscation

and thus, consequently they have rendered themselves liable for penal

action under the Section 11a(iii) of the Customs Act, 1962.

48.2 Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962 reads as under :-
.114AA. Penalty for use of false and incoffect mateial.-If a person

knouinglg or intentionallg makes, signs or uses, or causes to be made,

signed or used, ang declaration, statement or doanment uhich is false or

incorrect in ang mateial porticular, in the transaction of any business for
the purposes of this Act, shall be liable to a penaltg not exceeding fiue
times the ualue of goods."
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48.3 I find that the exporter has deliberately and knowingly mis-

declared goods which were not corresponding to the description and

value of the goods under export. Thus, declaration in respect of export

goods was incorrect in material particulars and consequently have

rendered themselves liable for penal action under Section 1 14AA of the

Customs Act, 1962.

Penal action against M/s, Mass Shipping Agencies, Noida :-

49. I find that Smt. Manju A Jha, Proprietor of M/s. Mass Shipping

Agencies, Delhi was consciously involved in the entire scheme of illegal

export in connivance with M/s. Fusion Overseas to avail undue export

benefits. She was the mastermind as she was interacting with M/s.

Fusion Overseas, New Delhi and was connecting link between M/s.

Fusion Overseas and M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, Abad (Custom

Broker), through M/s. Aeromar Logistics (I) P. Ltd., A'bad.

49.1 I find that M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies has not submitted any

defense reply to the Show Cause Notice nor appeared for P. H. on any

of the occasions. Thus, it transpires that M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies

have abetted the whole racket. When tying loose ends of the case, it
surfaces that M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies was behind the scene of

illegai export, to avail undue benefits of I.G.S.T. refund by the exporter.

49.2 By above acts of omission and commission, M/s. Mass Shipping

Agencies rendered the export goods liable for confiscation and

consequently, they have rendered themselves liable for penal action

under Section 1la(iii) of the Customs Act, 1962.

49.3 Further, M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies knowingly and

intentionally made and induced to make documents which were fa-lse
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or incorrect in material particulars and hence have rendered themselves *

liable for penal action under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

Penal action against Mr. Rajiv Arya, Partner of M/s. Fusion

Overseas, Delhi :

50. I find that Mr. Rajiv Arya, Partner of M/s. Fusion Overseas, has

not submitted any defense reply to the Show Cause Notice nor appeared

for P. H. on any of the occasions. Thus, it transpires that he had

designed and evolved the whole racket. When tying loose ends of the

case, it surfaces that Mr. Rajiv Arya was behind the episode of illegal

export, to avail undue benefits of I.G.S.T. refund by the exporter.

50.i By above acts of omission and commission, Mr. Rajiv Arya has

rendered the export goods liable for conliscation and consequently, he

has rendered himself liable for penal action under Section 1 14(iii) of the

Customs Act, 1962.

50.2 Further, Mr. Rajiv Arya, knowingly and intentionally made and

induced to make documents which were false or incorrect in material

particulars and hence has rendered himself liable for penal action

under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

51. I Iind that M/s. Aeromar Logistics (I) P. Ltd. had undertaken the

job of an intermediary between M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies and M/s.

Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, C.H.A. They had received the documents in

respect of the said exporter from M/s. Mass Shipping Agencies through

E-mail. Without verifying the genuineness of the documents, they

passed on the said documents to M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, C.H.A.
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The C.H.A. also failed to check the veracity of the documents. Though

M/s. Aeromar Logistics 0) P. Ltd. had acted as mediator only, due to

negligence on their part, they have facilitated the attempt for clearance

ofthe export goods and thus have abetted the whole scheme.

52. Further, for not verifying the export documents received by them,

their complicity in the said over-valuation of the export goods to avail

the higher export incentives / I.G.S.T. Refund, cannot be ruled out and

I hold that they are liable for penal action under Section 114(iii) artd

114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

Penal action against M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, Ahmedabad :

53. I frnd that through their written submissions, they tried to

that their actions were innocuous and also tried to prove that

Cause Notice and charges framed thereunder are false and void

placed reliance on various judgments to defend himself and to

innocent.

prove

Show

They

piead

53.1 I find that M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, without verifying the

antecedents of the exporter, filed the Shipping Bills and check list with

Customs on the basis of the documents received from M/s. Aeromar

Logistics. This is nothing but non-exercise of due diligence. Being a

Custom Broker, they were supposed to ensure bonafides of the exporter

and his mediators. This proves sheer carelessness on their part.

Further, they placed blind trust on M/s. Aeromar Logistics (l) P. Ltd.

and presented the Shipping Bills alongwith goods before the Customs

without ensuring their bonafides and veracity of the goods, in al1

respects.
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53.2 The custom broker, being an expert for facilitating cleararlce of -
import and export goods, can hardly claim that they are unaware of

market price of the said goods. Particulariy when documents pertaining

to the said goods were handed over to them by the exporter for export

and knowing fu1ly well that they are duty bound to compiy with the

provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 and the Rules made thereunder, it
is hardly believable that they were not aware of the market price of the

export goods, which were highly over-valued. They have failed in their

duty and facilitated the exporter to attempt to export highly over-valued

goods with intent to avail much higher (undue) export incentives.

Further, even after knowing the over-valuation ofthe export goods, the

customs brOker have neither advised their client to comply with the

provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 and the Customs Valuation

(Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules, 2007 nor brought the

matter of the said over-valuation to the notice of the Dy. Commissioner

of Customs. The Custom Broker just relied on the information and

copies of documents given to them. They have not made any verilication

to identify their client and functioning of their client at the declared

address by using reliable, independent, authentic documents, data or

information and they solely relied on the documents presented by the

middiemen of the exporter.

53.3 Further, the complicity of the custom broker in the said export

fraud is well established. The omission on the part of the custom broker

to advise their client in terms of the Customs Brokers Licensing

Regulations, to comply with the Customs Act, 1962 and the Customs

Valuation (Determination of Value of the Export Goods), Rules, 2007;

has made the goods liable for conliscation under Section 113(h) & (i)

ibid and rendered the custom broker liable for penal action under

Section 114(iii) of the Customs Act, 1962. The customs broker, being a

conduit in clearance of export goods, is expected to have sufficient
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53.5 F\rrther, the custom broker has submitted that they are not

involved in any alleged fraud and only acted upon the documents

submitted by the exporter hence provisions of Section 114(iii) arid

Section 1 l4AA can not be imposed on them. They quoted various

judgments in support of their defense. I find that the custom broker

was aware of the fact that the export goods covered under the impugned

Shipping Bills are over-valued as discussed herein above. However, they

have facilitated the clearance of the export goods until the mis-

declaration came to the knowledge of the Department. Therefore, the

case laws quoted by them a-re not squarely applicable in the instant

case and I hold that for their acts of commission and omission, they

have rendered the export goods liable to confiscation under Section
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knowledge with reference to the fair valuation of the goods being

exported. However, they have fi1ed the Shipping Bills for export of the

said over-valued export goods and thus facilitated the attempt to fraud,

being perpetrated by the exporter. For the above acts of commissions

and omissions, the customs broker have rendered themselves liable for

penal action under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

53.4 In their contention, the custom broker has stated that they are

purely dependent on documents submitted by exporter / importer and

they acted on the belief that the exporter is genuine. I find that it is
their bounden duty as custom broker to ascertain the correctness ofall
the particulars, including value vis-d-vis description of the said goods,

before filing the Shipping Bi11s and they are bound to follow this. It is
hard to believe that such huge over-valuation of the export goods did

not come to their notice. Hence, plea of Custom Broker in this regard,

does not sustain and therefore, I hold that they have failed to comply

with the obligations cast upon them under the Customs At, 1962 and

Rules and Regulations framed under it.
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113(h) and (i) of the Customs Act, 1962 and consequently rendered-

themselves liable for penal action under Section 114(iii) of the Customs

Act, 1962. Further, for not verifying the export documents presented to

them by the middlemen, their complicity in the said over-valuation of

the export goods to avail the higher export incentives / I.G.S.T. Refund,

cannot be ruled out and I hold that they are liable for penal action under

Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962.

53.6 To support my above findings, I rely on the following case laws :-

a. Kunal Travel (Cargo) vs. Commissioner of C.&C.E.2017 (354) ELT

46 (Ail.). The same was upheld by the Apex Court.

b. Ankit Mehta vs. C.C.E., Indore 2018 (362) ELT 320 (Tri. Del.)

54. Last but not the least, by remaining silent and not participating

in the adjudication proceedings, M/s. Fusion Overseas, the exporter,

have not only proved their malalide intention but have also implicitly

approved the acts of omissions and commissions committed by Co-

noticees.

55. In view of the above discussion and findings, I pass the following

Order:-

ORDER

1. I reject the F.O.B. value of Rs. 3,82,54,946/- declared by M/s.

Fusion Overseas, Delhi for export of goods covered under 06 Shipping

Bills detailed in Table at Para 02 above.

2. I consider Rs. 16,81,598/- as fair F.O.B. value, as certiiied by the

Chartered Engineer, in respect of the export goods covered under 06

Shipping Biils detailed in Table at Para 05 above.
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3. I order the confiscation ofgoods attempted to be exported by M/s.

Fusion Overseas, Delhi (as per Table at Para 02 above), having a

declared F.O.B. Value of Rs. 3,82,54,9461-, under Section 113(h) and

(i) of the Customs Act, 1962.1 allow the exporter to redeem the same on

payment of redemption Iine of Rs. 1,00,00,000/- under Section 125 of

the Customs Act, 1962.

4. I impose a penalty of Rs. 1,00,00,000/- on M/s. Fusion Overseas,

Delhi, under Section 114(iii) of the Customs Act, 1944.

5. I impose a penalty of Rs. 1,00,00,000/- on M/s. Fusion Overseas,

Delhi, under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1944.

6. I impose a penalty of Rs. 50,00,000/- on M/s. Mass Shipping

Agencies, Delhi, under Section 114(iii) of the Customs Act, 1944.

7. I impose a penalty of Rs. 50,00,000/- on M/s. Mass Shipping

Agencies, Delhi, under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1944.

8. I impose a penalty of Rs. 50,00,000/- on Mr. Rajiv Arya, Partner

of M/s. Fusion Overseas, Delhi under Section 114(iii) of the Customs

Act, 1944.

9. I impose a penalty of Rs. 50,00,000/- on Mr. Rajiv Arya, Partner

of M/s. Fusion Overseas, Delhi under Section 114AA of the Customs

Acl, 1944.

10. I impose a penalty of Rs. 50,0O,0O0/- on M/s. Aeromar logistics

(l) P. Ltd., Ahmedabad, under Section 114(iii) of the Customs Act, 1944.

11. I impose a penalty of Rs. 50,00,000/- on M/s. Aeromar Logistics

(l) P. Ltd., Ahmedabad, under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1944.

12. I impose a penalty of Rs. 50,00,000/- M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics

LLP, Ahmedabad, under Section 114(iii) of the Customs Acl, 7944.

13. I impose a penalty of Rs. 50,00,0O0/- on M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics

LLP, Ahmedabad, under Section 114AA of the Customs Act, 1944.

56. The Show Cause Notice No. VIII/48-24lPllHQl2020-21 (fusion)

dt. ll.OL.2021 is disposed off in above terms.
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57. The O.I.O. is issued without prejudice to any other action that -
may be taken under the Customs Act, 1962, Rules made thereunder or

under any other law for the time being in force, in India.

oha
Additional Commissioner

F. No. VIII/ 10 - 156 I Prev I O&A I HQ I 2O2O-21

DIN :- 2O21 1271MNOOOO7277F4
Ahmedabad

Dt.29.t2.202t

Bv Soeed Post / Bv E-mail lBv Hand Deliverv / Throush Notice
Board:

1) M/s. Fusion Overseas, Shop No. 17, LSC market, Block - LU,
Pitampura, North West, Delhi - 110 034

2l Mr. Rajiv Arya, WZ-1664, Multani Mohalla, Rani Bagh, Saraswati
Vihar S. O., North West Delhi - 110 034

3) M/s. Mass ShippingAgencies, E-221, Sector63, NOIDA-201 301
4) M/s. Aeromar Logistics 0) P. Ltd., 311, Shiromani Complex,

Nehrunagar Rd., Ahmedabad - 380 015
5) M/s. Dhanlabh Logistics LLP, S-2, Second F1oor, Ronak Complex,

Above Abhilasha Restaurant, Ambawadi, Abad - 380015

Copy to :-
1. The Dy. Commissioner of Customs, I.C.D. Khodiyar
2. Tlre Dy. Commissioner (Task Force), Customs Hq., A'bad
3. The Asstt. Commissioner (R.R.A.), Customs Hq., A'bad
4. The Dy. / Asstt. Commissioner (Prev.), Customs Hq., A'bad
5. The Superintendent (Systems), Customs Hq., Ahmedabad for uploading

on website
6. Guard File
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